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a b s t r a c t 

Today’s Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) operating in critical infrastructures (CIs) are becoming increas- 

ingly complex; moreover, they are extensively interconnected with corporate information systems for 

cost-efficient monitoring, management and maintenance. This exposes ICSs to modern advanced cyber 

threats. Existing security solutions try to prevent, detect, and react to cyber threats by employing secu- 

rity measures that typically do not cross the organization’s boundaries. However, novel targeted multi- 

stage attacks such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) take advantage of the interdependency between 

organizations. By exploiting vulnerabilities of various systems, APT campaigns intrude several organiza- 

tions using them as stepping stones to reach the target infrastructure. A coordinated effort to timely 

reveal such attacks, and promptly deploy mitigation measures is therefore required. Organizations need 

to cooperatively exchange security-relevant information to obtain a broader knowledge on the current 

cyber threat landscape and subsequently obtain new insight into their infrastructures and timely react 

if necessary. Cyber security operation centers (SOCs), as proposed by the European NIS directive, are be- 

ing established worldwide to achieve this goal. CI providers are asked to report to the responsible SOCs 

about security issues revealed in their networks. National SOCs correlate all the gathered data, analyze it 

and eventually provide support and mitigation strategies to the affiliated organizations. Although many 

of these tasks can be automated, human involvement is still necessary to enable SOCs to adequately 

take decisions on occurring incidents and quickly implement counteractions. In this paper we present a 

collaborative approach to cyber incident information management for gaining situational awareness on 

interconnected European CIs. We provide a scenario and an illustrative use-case for our approach; we 

propose a system architecture for a National SOC, defining the functional components and interfaces it 

comprises. We further describe the functionalities provided by the different system components to sup- 

port SOC operators in performing incident management tasks. 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Industrial control systems are increasingly affected by multi-

stage targeted cyber attacks such as Stuxnet, Duqu, and Flame.

These Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) campaigns aim at taking
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ontrol of one specific organization’s infrastructure by intruding

ultiple dependent organizations used as stepping stones to reach

he actual target (see Tankard, 2011 ). To combat this type of threat,

I providers need to protect their business by employing security

echanisms that do not exclusively make use of information col-

ected from their own systems, but additionally gather relevant

bservations shared among federated organizations, or publicly

vailable. 

Information sharing is becoming essential in cyber defense.

ecently issued regulatory directives such as those from the
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Fig. 1. ECOSSIAN ecosystem. 
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uropean Commission (2016) and from the White House (2013) ,

nd technical recommendations (e.g., ENISA, 2013a and NIST, 2014 ),

learly demand the establishment of technologies and procedures

or cyber security information sharing with the purpose of reveal-

ng modern cyber-attacks and timely mitigating their effects. Shar-

ng relevant incident information intelligence among SOCs enables

 greater knowledge of the current cyber-security situation of fed-

rated organizations’ infrastructures, and facilitates the detection

f covert large-scale cyber attacks and new malware. 

Analysis of shared incident information is crucial in attempt-

ng to recognize the presence of a threat, within an organization’s

nfrastructure that has already been detected in other cooperat-

ng organizations (as proposed by Hernandez-Ardieta et al., 2013,

acey, 2003 , and Denise and James, 2015 ). Organizations under at-

ack benefit from the analysis and correlation of solutions previ-

usly adopted by others to resolve the same or similar issues. Anal-

sis is also essential in order to achieve scalability and efficiency in

ncident handling. In fact, in the proposed hierarchical approach,

ncident analysis performed at national and international level al-

ows SOC operators to have a quick overview on the current cyber-

ecurity situation of all the monitored CIs on the national territory,

nd to properly derive suitable countermeasures in case of threat. 

The presented work is carried out within the framework of

he EU-FP7 research project ECOSSIAN. 1 In the ECOSSIAN project

e propose a Pan-European three-layered approach (introduced in

aufmann et al., 2014 ) to protect CIs by detecting cyber incidents

nd timely generating and distributing early warnings to the po-

entially affected infrastructures. As depicted in Fig. 1 we foresee

hree types of SOCs: Organization SOC (O-SOC), National SOC (N-

OC), and European SOC (E-SOC). 

At O-SOC level organizations deploy multiple sensors and tools

or intrusion and threat detection, and report to N-SOCs about in-

idents that might have cross-organizational relevance. There are

everal different types of information which O-SOCs share with

heir respective N-SOC. Data generated by sensors at O-SOC level

an be automatically forwarded to the N-SOC acquisition module;

ecurity relevant information (such as incidents, vulnerabilities, ob-
1 http://www.ecossian.eu 

a  
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d  
ervations, etc.) obtained by analyzing locally detected anomalies,

s instead manually reported by O-SOC operators. 

N-SOCs are deployed by European member states joining the

COSSIAN network; they are responsible for gaining cyber situa-

ional awareness on the network of national critical infrastructures.

ere cyber intelligence is acquired by analyzing information gath-

red from different data sources such as reporting O-SOCs, feder-

ted N-SOCs, and publicly available sources. Cyber incident infor-

ation aggregation, correlation, classification and analysis are the

ain functionalities provided at this level. Once the evaluation of

nalysis results is concluded, mitigation steps, advisories, or early

arnings are sent back to the reporting and other involved O-SOCs.

At the highest level the E-SOC performs analysis of strategic

nformation shared by the different N-SOCs and distributes advi-

ories to targeted lower level SOCs. The E-SOC identifies suprana-

ional attack campaigns and provides a pan-European view to the

ember states and to the connected European bodies of relevance

e.g., Europol, ENISA, CERTs, etc.). 

.1. National SOC: system architecture 

In our previous paper ( Settanni et al., 2015 ) we introduced a

lueprint for a pan-European cyber incident analysis system. Fig. 2

epicts the diagram of the revised system architecture for an N-

OC introduced in that work. The system is composed by a number

f functional blocks performing a series of operations that follow

he stages indicated by the arrows. 

Diverse sorts of data are imported and sanitized in the Acquisi-

ion functional block which employs advanced data collection and

ata fusion techniques to guarantee high-speed importing. These

ata are then prepared and prioritized, according to reputation

nd trust models, during the Processing phase. A feature extrac-

ion algorithm Aggregates the collected data and allows the Anal-

sis engine to examine it and compare it with previously handled

esources securely stored in the knowledge base. The Evaluation

unctional block allows to obtain cyber situational awareness by

ssessing the analysis results and deriving the root cause for the

eported incidents. Impact Analysis based on a detailed CIs inter-

ependency model is then carried out deriving Mitigation steps.

http://www.ecossian.eu
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Fig. 2. ECOSSIAN N-SOC architecture. 
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The whole incident handling process is organized by a work-flow

Manager and is supported by a Visualization framework that

promptly displays relevant information to the operators through-

out the different stages of the process. 

The whole incident management process is supervised by hu-

man operators, security managers and expert teams who are re-

sponsible for critical decision making tasks. 

Secure connections are established to import incidents reports

and threat data from other SOCs or public sources, to export intel-

ligence and mitigation strategies to O-SOCs, and to exchange rele-

vant information with third party organizations. These operations

are performed through the Interconnection functional blocks which

include a secure gateway and deploy advanced encryption meth-

ods. Ad-hoc informal information exchange between operators of

different SOCs is performed through the Collaboration functional

block which provides several instant communication mechanism.

In order to facilitate maintenance tasks and auditing process, every

component employes advanced logging capabilities and forwards

log messages to the central Secure Data Storage . 

1.2. Contributions 

In this article we extend our previous work by: 
• Outlining an extensive use-case for the proposed pan-European

incident management system; 

• Providing a comprehensive description of the N-SOC architec-

tural components previously defined; 

• Introducing the operational processes which an N-SOC should

deploy in order to effectively operate and support the affiliated

O-SOCs, manage cyber incidents and promptly respond to na-

tional threats. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in

ection 2 we review state of the art and related work address-

ng cyber incident analysis and management. In Section 3 we il-

ustrate a plausible use-case to demonstrate the application of

ur approach. Section 4 describes the processes of data collection,

ata fusion and information sharing among the ECOSSIAN SOCs. In

ection 5 we introduce a collaborative incident analysis engine, we

escribe the theoretical model it relies on and the system compo-

ents it is composed of. In Section 6 the process of evaluating the

nalysis results is discussed along with the visualization function-

lity, provided by the ECOSSIAN system, which supports the oper-

tors in achieving national situational awareness. Section 7 deals

ith impact analysis and derivation of mitigation steps for the an-

lyzed incidents. We conclude the paper in Section 8 with remarks

nd future work. 
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. Related work 

The directive issued by the European Commission (2016) re-

uires all the European Member States to adopt national Network

nformation Security (NIS) strategies; it also lays down obligations

or the Member States to designate national competent authorities,

ingle points of contact and CSIRTs (“Computer Security Incident

esponse Teams”) with tasks related to the security of networks

nd information systems. Additionally, the directive demands the

reation of cooperation groups to facilitate the exchange of infor-

ation and the development of trust and confidence among the

ember States. In order to promote swift and effective operational

ooperation, the directive aims at establishing a CSIRTs network.

his demand is supported by the European Network and Informa-

ion Security Agency (ENISA), which described (ENISA 2010) the

rocess of setting up such teams from all relevant perspectives

uch as business management, process management, and technical

erspective. 

Moreover, the proposed directive requires mandatory notifica-

ion of cyber-incidents which have a significant impact on the se-

urity of essential services. In the study from ENISA (2013a) , cy-

er incident information sharing has indeed been identified as the

ost effective approach to detect and combat modern complex cy-

er threats crossing national boundaries. In our work ( Skopik et al.,

016 ) we support this thesis and we outline the main dimensions

f cyber security information sharing. We discuss in detail legal

spects, standardization efforts, implementation initiatives (e.g. ex-

sting cooperation among CSIRTs), and technologies and protocols

doption for information sharing. 

As identified by Johnson (2015) , a number of national and inter-

ational initiatives exist that extend reporting requirements from

afety related events to include cyber-incidents and integrate secu-

ity events into safety reporting architectures. These initiatives typ-

cally build on reconstruction, causal analysis and pattern matching

echniques that were initially intended to support existing Safety

anagement Systems (see Johnson, 2014b ). Therefore, more appro-

riate communication interfaces, tools and techniques are required

o support the reporting and the analysis of security incidents. 

On a national and European level it is hence of fundamen-

al importance for SOCs to thoroughly examine information re-

rieved from the different critical infrastructures deployed on their

erritory, and establish cyber situational awareness in order to

romptly react to critical threats and effectively mitigate possible

ttacks. This approach is supported by Johnson (2014a) , who ad-

itionally proposes different architectures for encouraging the ex-

hange of lessons learned from security incidents in safety-critical

pplications. 

Incident analysis tools exist, such as ATLAS Intelligence Feed , 2 

lienVaults Open Threat Exchange , 3 Collective Intelligence Frame-

ork , 4 and Abuse Helper . 5 Most of them are proprietary solutions

unning in a centralized fashion within a single organization’s in-

rastructure and providing only automated analysis. 

Several solutions have moreover been proposed which aim at

fficiently processing and sharing threat information. 

In IBM (2013) , IBM presents X-Force , a system for automated

hreat analysis based on dynamic Internet data to gain insight and

ontext in security incidents. 

FIDO , an open source system for automatically analyzing secu-

ity events and responding to security incidents is introduced by

ETFLIX in NETFLIX (2015) . FIDO is an orchestration layer that au-
2 http://atlas.arbor.net/about/ 
3 http://www.alienvault.com 

4 http://csirtgadgets.org/collective- intelligence- framework/ 
5 http://abusehelper.be/ 

t  

t  

a

omates the incident response process by evaluating, assessing and

esponding to malware and other detected threats. 

ENISA, in cooperation with a group of four European CERTs,

s currently working on an Incident Handling Automation Project

IHAP) ENISA (2015a) which aims to improve the incident han-

ling process by increasing automation and providing an easy-

o-set-up and deploy solution for incident response process. In

HAP CERT teams use a unified Data Harmonization Ontology to en-

ance the actionable reporting and analysis of the collected abuse

nformation. 

In 2011 the Belgian Defence started the MISP — Malware Infor-

ation Sharing Platform project (see Vandeplas, 2015 ); this plat-

orm allows to import, store, correlate and exchange information

bout (targeted) malwares and attacks within a group of trusted

arties. 

Since 2010 an open community is developing CRITS (Collabo-

ative Research Into Threats) , 6 an open source malware and threat

epository which combines an analytic engine with a cyber threat

atabase. CRITS serves as a repository for attack data and malware,

nd provides analysts with a platform for conducting malware

nalysis and correlation of hierarchically structured cyber threat

nformation. 7 

All the aforementioned approaches and tools are based on au-

omated processing of incident data and do not foresee any hu-

an involvement while handling security incidents. The system

e present in this paper differs by supporting SOCs’ analysis tasks

ith automated information aggregation and correlation, but at

he same time involves security analysts in the decision making

hase. The main advantages of the model proposed in this paper,

ver related work, are its distributed architecture and the signif-

cant human interaction in the analysis process. In combination

ith tools that process massive amounts of incident reports in an

utomated fashion, our system allows the detailed investigation of

ingle incidents that require human intelligence to be properly ad-

ressed. The proposed system does not only process automatically

enerated data, but it also collects reports describing security is-

ues in free text transmitted by the security operators. These data

re correlated with technical evidence to identify possible prob-

ems that the reporting critical infrastructures may be affected by. 

. Use case 

Let us consider the scenario of an attack targeting gas distri-

ution infrastructures in Europe, in particular the one operated by

onderland Gas Networks (WGN), a fictitious critical infrastruc-

ure provider. 

.1. Attacker’s objectives and course of action 

A well-financed group with appropriate level of expertise aims

t disrupting power and gas supply in CountryX through blocking

as supply to corresponding power plants, in order to destabilize

he country’s political and economic situation. 

First, with the help of a disgruntled WGN employee the adver-

ary acquires intelligence on the structure of CountryX’s gas supply

etwork, protocols and devices used, Supervisory Control and Data

cquisition (SCADA) and ICS details. 

As reported in Rajive (2014) currently deployed SCADA sys-

ems have often been designed without any consideration of inten-

ional misuse scenarios, and often demonstrate security flaws such
6 https://crits.github.io/ 
7 Open source structured data exchange formats such as STIX, CybOX and TAXII 

re used within CRITS. 

http://atlas.arbor.net/about/
http://www.alienvault.com
http://csirtgadgets.org/collective-intelligence-framework/
http://abusehelper.be/
https://crits.github.io/
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as hard-coded, easy-to-guess administrator passwords. 8 In some

cases, even months after their disclosure, these vulnerabilities are

not fixed. Knowing this, the attacker engineers software to ma-

nipulate a certain ICS component that is used by WGN to control

valves regulating gas supply from CountryY and CountryZ. 

This ICS is maintained by an external smaller software ven-

dor. The attacker now monitors social network profiles of sev-

eral vendor employees and targets them with sophisticated phish-

ing emails. The emails appear to come from the employees’ ex-

colleagues or recruiters and contain a link to a site hosting a ma-

licious exploit that utilizes a web browser vulnerability to infect

computers with a rootkit. 

After the attackers have established a foothold in the ICS ven-

dor’s local network, they are able to embed malicious code into a

legitimate update package on the vendor’s server. The update pack-

age is then downloaded by WGN and other customers of the com-

promised vendor. 

At a defined time, the attackers utilize a known SCADA vul-

nerability that allows them to connect to SCADA and trigger the

planted ICS malware. It begins manipulating gas valves affecting

the business continuity and causing financial loss. At the same

time the malware forges signals sent to the WGN control centre,

ensuring that the operator is not informed of the emergency in

time to mitigate effectively. 

3.2. Detecting and countering the attack 

The attack could be prevented or detected before its success if

both WGN and the ICS vendor participated in ECOSSIAN and ex-

changed threat information with the corresponding N-SOC. 

Besides using common anti-phishing tools, the ICS vendor will

filter incoming mails based on blacklists received from the N-SOC.

The study by Software Advice (2015) shows that no more than 1 in

4 employees would follow a link in a spear phishing email. Crucial

is that the remaining 3 employees do not just discard the message,

but report a phishing attack to their O-SOC after they contacted

the alleged phishing addresses via other sources and made sure

the email originator is spoofed. 

The O-SOC will then submit a report to the N-SOC, containing

the actual phishing messages, relevant mail server log lines and a

short summary of the encountered attack. As the N-SOC investi-

gates the report, it will determine Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)

for the exploit used by the attacker, and will ask the ICS vendor to

scan their infrastructure using these IoCs. 

The scan will reveal signs of manipulations on the ICS software

update packages; the vendor will then be able to identify the ma-

licious content in the updates, issue hotfix updates and notify the

N-SOC as well as its customers, in particular WGN. The N-SOC will

re-evaluate the issue as one of European importance, as the ven-

dor’s customers are present in five other EU-countries, and will

share the investigation materials with the E-SOC. 

Due to its participation in ECOSSIAN, WGN will already have

deployed sensors on its crucial infrastructure components. The

sensors are connected to the company’s O-SOC through separate

protected channels, allowing for real-time situational awareness.

Some of the sensor readings, with WGN’s consent, will be con-

tinuously submitted to the N-SOC for automatic evaluation and

anomaly detection. Now, after being warned by the ICS vendor

about the compromised update, WGN will (1) increasingly moni-

tor the endangered parts of the infrastructure together with the N-

SOC, (2) take precautions for possible emergency and (3) roll back

the malicious update provided by the ICS vendor and invite their
8 http://scadastrangelove.blogspot.co.at/2014/12/31c3- too- smart- grid- in- da- cloud. 

html 

E  

e  

o  

a

rusted security experts to make sure the ICS components are nei-

her infected nor freely accessible from outside the network. 

Finally, WGN may share with the N-SOC the insights about

ventual SCADA and ICS vulnerabilities encountered by security ex-

erts on its behalf, provided that the N-SOC or associated authori-

ies will partially cover WGN’s expenses for the investigation. 

At the same time, the E-SOC will contact other N-SOCs to initi-

te the same kind of security check on all CI providers across Eu-

ope that are also customers of the compromised ICS vendor. 

. Data collection and cross-SOC information exchange 

In this section we provide a comprehensive description of the

asks carried out in the Interconnection , Acquisition and Processing

unctional blocks depicted in Fig. 2 . We focus on the mechanisms

nd techniques adopted by ECOSSIAN N-SOCs to perform secure

nd high-performance data collection, data fusion, and exchange

f information with other SOCs and external entities. Data collec-

ion, fusion and sharing are critical functions which the ECOSSIAN

ystem relies on. In particular they are relevant for ensuring: 

• Interoperability both within ECOSSIAN and for its interactions

with third parties, 

• Standardization of message types and protocols, 

• The nature, timeliness and sensitivity levels of the data being

processed and transported. 

Considering this feature set we report the main recommenda-

ions and findings, concerning standards and technologies on data

cquisition, derived from a comprehensive state of the art analysis.

.1. Data collection 

Data Collection is a well understood concept and many of the

essons already learned in the industry today have been applied.

ork concerning incident data, especially related to various CERTs

as been adopted and built upon. The challenges in collecting in-

ident and threat information can stem from several sources e.g.,

egal restrictions or reputational concerns and these must be set

y policy at the lowest common denominator. The technical chal-

enges considered are those imposed by information and commu-

ication technology specifically: 

1. The flexibility to communicate ad-hoc messages as the need

arises. 

2. The standard, scheduled communications between participants

in the ECOSSIAN platform. 

3. The ability to include new concepts or relationships not con-

ceived during the build of such a system. 

The use of ontology solves the third point in the list. In most

ommunications, information is exchanged with assumed seman-

ics or presupposition based on shared conceptualizations. With-

ut the assumed semantics in a conversation words are useless, as

hey are to a listener who does not speak the language used in

he exchange. There is a level of communication in which humans

an operate where the implied semantics are used to communicate

oncepts smoothly using varying representations. Ontology makes

hese semantics explicit (see Maedche, 2002, Sure et al., 2005 , and

oy, 2004 ). The use of a taxonomy helps in addressing the first

wo challenges in the list. Using ENISA as the primary source (see

NISA, 2013b ), there are pros and cons to using a taxonomy, how-

ver taken as a whole, especially considering the benefits of ontol-

gy above, and given ECOSSIANs Pan-European Cyber Security role,

doption of a suitable model is justified. 

http://scadastrangelove.blogspot.co.at/2014/12/31c3-too-smart-grid-in-da-cloud.html
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Fig. 3. O-SOC/N-SOC data exchange protocol stack. 

Fig. 4. N-SOC/E-SOC data exchange protocol stack. 
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.2. Data fusion 

ECOSSIAN ostensibly uses two forms of data fusion. During col-

ection of real time events, data from differing systems (e.g. IT and

CS systems) are normalized and consolidated early in the process

o simplify reporting tasks. Prior to detailed analysis, data are again

ormalized, achieving a level of data fusion based on well-tested

ata analytics techniques (see Bloch, 1996, Waltz and Llinas, 1990 ,

nd Hall and Llinas, 1997 ). Like data analytics, data fusion intro-

uces several challenges. 

Data volumes can grow very large during fusion activity and

his may be mitigated using techniques such as distributed pro-

essing, storage arrays and clustering. While this is relatively sim-

le to facilitate in the context of conventional data in a data cen-

er, it is more difficult in the context of O-SOCs collecting data for

ransmission to an N-SOC and beyond, where there are restrictions

mposed by both the environment and the nature of the data. 

The main purpose of data fusion applied to cyber security is to

rovide capabilities to detect attacks known as Advanced Persis-

ent Threats (APTs) that take place over a long time period, and to

ccomplish this across multiple domains in both ICS and IT en-

ironments. APTs are multi-step attacks comprising at least the

ollowing steps: Global view, Reconnaissance, Initial Compromise,

trengthen foothold, Data exfiltration, and Evidence deletion. The

rst problem is that while all these steps can be identified indi-

idually with classical equipment like IDS, SIEM or DLP, exposing

he entire process and revealing that an APT is occurring are both

ery difficult tasks because of the delay between each step and the

olume of data involved. The second problem raised in the past

ew years is that the amount of data generated by the network is

ncreasing dramatically. Consequently, it is becoming necessary to

aintain an ever greater volume of data in order to perform ef-

ective analysis for APT detection. Data fusion activity is necessary

o recognize APTs, because an APT is an aggregate of events across

ultiple systems. Without data fusion, a detection system would

lmost certainly miss the constituent events of an APT in isola-

ion. Furthermore, data fusion enables cross-checking of events at

 level above any one event producer. Where activity in one system

ight explain an event detected in another system, data fusion of

vents generated across those systems is essential to avoid false

ositives. 

In the ECOSSIAN context, the level of data heterogeneity across

ources is quite high as the sources cross-cut a range of domains

ncluding IT, ICS and several other ECOSSIAN data sources. This

eads to the second challenge: ECOSSIAN will be collecting and

haring data from both the IT and ICS environments. It must, there-

ore, achieve data consistency very early in its data acquisition

hase, allowing for better control of the data in transit and better

rocessing of data once it arrives at its destination. It is expected

hat quite often both IT and ICS events may be combined into a

ingle security incident. 

.3. Data sharing 

When designing data Sharing procedures for ECOSSIAN we had

o take into account the challenges due to the federated nature

f the EU member states and considers data privacy and sensi-

ivity policy which is subtlety different across nations within the

U. Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) is the key technology which

e introduce to manage those complexities. Interoperability with

artners (against the backdrop of multi-nation states) means that

COSSIAN balances efficiencies of new technologies with the need

o communicate with partners who are perhaps operating old

egacy systems. Using the underlying ontology technology provides

COSSIAN with the force multiplier necessary to deliver significant

enefits over and above previous projects in the same vein. Ontol-
gy allows the ECOSSIAN users to flexibly associate seemingly dis-

arate incidents or pieces of information making the whole greater

han the sum of its parts. 

In order to support interoperability ECOSSIAN makes use of

idely adopted standards and protocols for cyber incident infor-

ation representation and exchange. The diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4

llustrate the intended use of three separate data sharing and col-

ection mechanisms respectively for information exchange between

-SOC and N-SOC and between N-SOC and E-SOC. 

• IODEF is used to COLLECT structured event-level incident data

from the O-SOCs (N-SOCs). RID is adopted as transport protocol.

• STIX over TAXII is used to SHARE structured threat data with

O-SOCs (N-SOCs). 

• JSON delivered over REST is used for ADHOC COMMUNICATIONS

between O-SOCs, N-SOCs and E-SOC. 

All communications between O-SOC, N-SOC and E-SOC will oc-

ur over HTTPS and will also be encrypted according to the pol-

cy of the Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) solution described in the

ollowing. Table 1 reports in more detail the different information

ows foreseen in ECOSSIAN, focusing on communication between

-SOC and N-SOC. 

Incident reports written in free text are time-critical. They are

ransmitted by the O-SOC to the N-SOC using IODEF over RID and

re therefore to be considered urgent by the N-SOC work-flow

anager. 

Structured Incidents revealed at O-SOC are formatted in IODEF

nd are sent to the N-SOC over RID. As with the free-text incidents

he N-SOC’s work-flow manager assigns them high priority. 

Observations written in free text are usually non time-critical.

hey are exchanged between O-SOCs and the N-SOC in both direc-
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Table 1 

Information flows and protocols. 

Information type Source Destination Time-critical Protocol 

Incident (free-text) O-SOC N-SOC 
√ 

IODEF 

Incident (structured) O-SOC N-SOC 
√ 

IODEF 

Observation (free-text) O/N-SOC N/O-SOC JSON/REST 

Threat information N-SOC O-SOCs 
√ 

STIX/TAXII 

IoC (within a threat) N-SOC O-SOCs STIX/TAXII 

IoC (within an observation) O-SOC N-SOC JSON/REST 

Threat rating O-SOC N-SOC STIX/TAXII 

Advisory (free-text) N-SOC O-SOCs JSON/REST 

Mitigation step (free-text) N/O-SOC O/N-SOCs 
√ 

JSON/REST 

OSINT Ext. Public N-SOC JSON/REST 

OSINT N-SOC O-SOCs JSON/REST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Example of ABE target attributes. 

Attribute Value 

SOC-level O-SOC, N-SOC, E-SOC 

Certification level High, medium, low 

Classification Energy plant, gas pipeline 
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tions using JSON format over REST. They are therefore not urgent

reports, but rather background information. 

Structured Threat information is distributed from N-SOC to the

relevant O-SOCs in form of STIX messages transported over TAXII

protocol. 

Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) included into threat information

are incorporated into the respective STIX messages. IoCs included

into Observations sent by an O-SOC to the N-SOC are instead rep-

resented in a JSON format and transmitted over REST. 

O-SOCs send Threat Rating information, in STIX/TAXII format, to

their respective N-SOC, reporting on how relevant a threat is for

their infrastructure, and whether and to what extent they are af-

fected by it. 

Advisories are free text messages generated by the N-SOC and

summarizing information about a revealed threat. They are dis-

tributed to the O-SOCs not affected by that specific threat, they

are formatted in JSON and sent over REST. 

Mitigation Steps are guidelines set forth by the N-SOC indicat-

ing the steps to follow in order to counter an incident. They are

expressed in free text and formatted in JSON; they are forwarded

to the involved O-SOCs over REST. Applying the mitigation steps

is an iterative and interactive process. O-SOCs receiving mitigation

steps messages need to inform the N-SOC about the implementa-

tion of the received mitigation guidelines, providing a feedback to

the N-SOC and requesting support if needed. 

Open Source INTelligence (OSINT) is gathered from publicly avail-

able sources (such as CVE database, CERT mailing lists, etc.) and

will be exchanged within ECOSSIAN in form of JSON messages over

REST. 

4.4. Data encryption and trust 

Data shared between different SOCs in ECOSSIAN may contain

sensitive data which need to be protected from unauthorized ac-

cess. With traditional public key encryption systems the data need

to be encrypted for each receiver that should be able to access the

data. Whenever a new user wants access to the encrypted data,

one of the users with access to the data needs to encrypt the data

with the key of the new user. This can be avoided with Attribute-

Based Encryption. 

Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) — more specifically

Ciphertext-policy ABE — cryptographically enforces access policies

that are formulated using attributes describing the parties that

should be able to decrypt (see Bethencourt et al., 2007 ). When

data are encrypted an access policy becomes part of the encrypted

data and can only be decrypted if the access policy is satisfied.

Private keys contain the attributes describing the party holding

the key. During the decryption process the attributes in the key

are plugged into the access policy and the decryption will only

succeed if the attributes embedded in the private key satisfy the

access policy. Structured data records can be encrypted completely
nder a single policy or they can be split up, encrypting each data

eld under a different policy. 

For example, suppose that we distinguish SOCs in ECOSSIAN

ith three attributes: SOC-level, certification level and classifica-

ion. Table 2 lists fictitious values of each attribute in the example.

ny participant in the ECOSSIAN system will have a private key

ith his own values of these attributes. A gas provider might have

 key with the attributes (O-SOC, medium, gas pipeline). When an

-SOC wants to share data it might encrypt the data with a policy

hat only allows other N-SOCs and gas providers with medium or

igh certification level to access the data. With CP-ABE access poli-

ies can be represented by a tree structure. Fig. 5 shows the access

tructure of our example. The nodes of the tree are Boolean opera-

ions such as AND, OR and NOT. The leaves of the tree evaluate to

rue if the key used for decryption contains the attribute indicated

n the leave. 

An N-SOC in ECOSSIAN retains two data storages, an internal

torage is used for data collection and data fusion, while an ex-

ernal storage is used for data sharing. O-SOCs will only be able

o access the external storage of an N-SOC, the internal storage

s private and only accessible to the N-SOC itself (classified infor-

ation is stored here). Data that has been encrypted with ABE

an be stored in the external data storage. This facilitates informa-

ion sharing and preserves a high level of security, because unau-

horized users cannot access the information, i.e. decrypt the en-

rypted data. 

The procedures for security information sharing within the

COSSIAN ecosystem are based on trust relationships established

etween the sharing entities (see Skopik et al., 2012 ). In a hierar-

hical structure as the one foreseen in ECOSSIAN, O-SOCs reporting

ecurity information need to trust their respective N-SOC, respon-

ible for the collection and analysis of this information. Moreover,

dvisories and early warnings issued by an N-SOC and distributed

o the involved O-SOCs need to be as tailored as possible and sup-

ort handling security problems reported by the CI operators. On

he other hand the N-SOC obtaining security information from the

ifferent O-SOCs has to evaluate the trustworthiness of the re-

orting entities in order to properly interpret, judge and prioritize

he received information. Rewarding mechanisms (as suggested in

kopik and Li, 2013 ) can be enabled to incentivize CIs to provide

imely, relevant, and informative incident reports. O-SOCs sharing

igh quality security information are recompensed and their repu-

ation increases within the sharing community. 
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Fig. 5. Policy tree. 
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To achieve trustworthy and effective information exchange, we

herefore employ a mechanism to evaluate and assess O-SOCs’ rep-

tation, according to a set of static and dynamic parameters (see

kopik et al., 2010 ). The model determines the service level for each

eporting entity based on its trustworthiness. Highly trusted O-

OCs benefit from higher priority in incident handling at N-SOC,

ull access to relevant non classified security information, and tai-

ored incident mitigation support. 

A reputation attribute is represented with a score value be-

ween 1 and 5 rating the trustworthiness of an O-SOC, and the

uality of the incident reports it produces. This attribute is taken

nto account when applying ABE to shared information, so that

pecific detailed information can be accessed only by O-SOCs with

igh reputation; O-SOCs with lower reputation are only granted

ccess to generic security reports. 

.5. Collaboration 

In some cases of reported incidents a quick coordinated and or-

hestrated reaction is the key to mitigate the impact and/or to mit-

gate further propagation and cascading effects. This is especially

rue on the national and European level. Therefore a collaboration

unction is needed which supports dispersed located stakeholder

ith a virtual community and integrate a wide range of collabora-

ion functionality to offer users a single and unified solution. Such

dvanced collaboration tool for cyber defense shall support: 

• Open Co-operative working; 

• Closed Groups Co-operative working and decision support for

cyber defense; 

• Enhancing situational awareness and countering sophisticated

attacks; 

The collaborative function has to be established on N-SOC and

-SOC level. O-SOCs can connect to the N-SOC collaborative envi-

onment when necessary and can collaborate within the ECOSSIAN

ystem with other O-SOCs in their country and pan European. A

ollaboration environment is also deployed at E-SOC level with dif-
erent virtual representations of member states and ensure confi-

entiality and privacy. 

. Feature extraction and collaborative incident analysis 

Once incident data are collected, sanitized and prioritized at N-

OC according to the methods described in the previous section,

ata Aggregation and incident Analysis phases are executed. CAE-

AIR: a Cooperative Analysis Engine for Situational Awareness & In-

ident Response is the component responsible for these functions.

n this section we give first a theoretical description of CAESAIR’s

odel, then we provide details on the architectural components

nd their functionalities. 

CAESAIR gathers security intelligence from multiple trusted

ources, combines and correlates relevant information with re-

orted cyber incidents, and derives possible conclusions on the oc-

urring security issues. The incident information correlation takes

nto account all relevant data available into the knowledge base.

his includes previously recommended solutions and mitigation

trategies adopted to respond to similar incidents, as well as ad-

isories and observables considered pertinent and useful to solve

nalogue situations in the past. An assisted-learning function al-

ows the system to automatically determine similarities between

eported issues and every other significant resource contained in

he knowledge base in order to ease the analysis phase. Also, this

earning process takes into account and adapt itself to operator’s

eedback. Operators can train the system by accepting or denying

very automated association (or derived conclusion), scoring their

sefulness, and providing comments about them. 

.1. CAESAIR: incident analysis model 

.1.1. Information entities 

We define Resource as any relevant document collected and

tored in the system, such as an incident report from an O-SOC,

 security advisory, a forum post or an email message. Resources

re not changed over the course of their processing at N-SOC. Both
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operators and the analysis engine can attribute a Resource to clus-

ters and classes of Resources . The set of existing classes is defined

by the N-SOC personnel, while the clusters are discovered by the

analysis system during the knowledge base evaluation. 

An Artifact identifies a certain concept and an unlimited num-

ber of its text representations (phrases or regular expressions). The

representations are used by the system to detect the concept in

free text, e.g. the terms “Windows 7” and “ms-win7” identify the

same Artifact “MSWindows 7”. Two Artifacts may build multiple

one-sided “is-a” relations, such as Linux distribution to Operating

system, or Fedora and Debian to Linux distribution. The frequency

of Artifacts ’ occurrences is one of the basic metrics used for es-

timating similarity between Resources . The more concepts are re-

flected as Artifacts , the more information is available about each

Resource . 

A Tag is a text label that may be attached to a Resource or Ar-

tifact , showing their connection to a certain concept that is not

explicitly mentioned in them. For example, reports describing a

highly targeted spear phishing attack may be tagged by a N-SOC

operator as “suspected APT” and “social engineering”, although the

terms APT or social engineering do not occur in them. Tags also

help the operators to group Resources and Artifacts in an intuitive

and flexible way. 

5.1.2. Artifact extraction 

Resources are added to CAESAIR either manually by the O/N/E-

SOC personnel or automatically via preconfigured import inter-

faces, e.g. web crawlers or remote database APIs. When a new doc-

ument is acquired by the analysis system its text is first indexed to

the search engine; then a Resource object is created in the system,

referencing the search index entry. The Resource ’s text is therefore

scanned for occurrences of Artifacts known to the system, or possi-

ble new Artifacts . Based on detected Artifacts and the original text

itself, the system attempts to attribute the Resource to one of the

known classes and clusters. Finally, the new Resource is forwarded

for evaluation by an operator, who can confirm or reject the sys-

tem’s suggestions. Artifacts may be created by the system accord-

ing to predefined rules, or manually by the O/N/E-SOC operator.

All stored Resources will be regularly scanned for occurrences of

newly added Artifacts ; if an Artifact is deleted, records of its occur-

rences are also removed. Furthermore, the system may create new

Artifacts if it discovers a phrase matching a certain rule defined by

the operator, such as “two words beginning with capital letters”.

This behavior differs from detecting representations of a single Ar-

tifact based on a regular expression: in that case the text match

was marked as an occurrence of the existing Artifact , and here we

create a new Artifact and set its first representation string equal to

the one that matched our rule. 

5.1.3. Resource linking model 

CAESAIR’s analysis process aims at identifying all existing Re-

sources linked to the Resource under examination or to a given

text, deriving possible correlations between Resources, and reveal-

ing patterns in distribution of Resources over time and locations. 

The resource linking process is based on interrelations between

Resources, which represent documents containing text, and Arti-

facts , which represent concepts and their text representations. 

If a Resource’s text contains at least one representation of a

certain Artifact , this Artifact is considered related to the Resource .

Each relation is further referred to as Occurrence of an Artifact in

a Resource . A Resource may or may not have any arbitrary num-

ber of Occurrences of any Artifacts , as long as each Occurrence has

at least one unique representation in the Resource ’s text (it may

be a phrase, word or even a single character). Fig. 6 depicts an ex-

ample of Artifacts included in different Resources (upper part of the
gure), and how Artifacts can be related to one-another (lower part

f the figure). 

Given a certain Resource r 1 , containing the Artifacts a 1 , a 2 , a 3 
nd a 4 , the algorithm calculates its linkage to the sample Resource

 0 as follows. 

Let R be the set of all Resources, and R 0 m 

the set of Resources

aving at least one Artifact in common with r 0 . Let us assume

 0 m 

= { r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r 5 }. Let A 0,1 be a set of Artifacts present both

n r 0 and r 1 . Let us assume it contains the Artifacts a 1 , a 2 and

 3 : A 0 , 1 = { a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } 
Now for each Artifact a i in A 0,1 , we define the rating score as: 

cor e a i r 01 
= f s ( T F IDF ( a i , r 1 , R 1 m 

) , T F IDF ( a i , r 0 , R 0 m 

) , f req ( a i , R ) ) 

(1)

here: 

T F IDF ( a, r, Rm ) Function determining the Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency weight of an Artifact a in the 

resource r considering the set of resources having mutual 

Artifacts R m 

f req ( a, R ) Function returning the sum of Boolean frequencies of the 

Artifact a in the set R of all Resources 

f s Customizable scoring function 

We then determine the linkage between r 1 and r 0 as the sum

f scores for each Artifact in A 0,1 : 

ink r 01 
= 

N ∑ 

i =0 

scor e a i r 01 
+ f b (2)

here N is the number of Artifacts that occur in A 0,1 , and fb is an

ptional value representing the operator’s feedback on the good-

ess of the link (its value can be grater or smaller than zero). 

Fig. 6 also shows how four Resources are linked to one-another.

he thickness of the lines connecting the Resources indicates how

ignificant the Resources are to one-another and is proportional to

he calculated link . 

.4. System components 

As shown in Fig. 7 , CAESAIR consists of the following compo-

ents: 

• Importers for both open intelligence (OSINT) and the data gen-

erated within ECOSSIAN; 

• Original resource (document) storage; 

• Search index; 

• Analysis engine, comprising: 

– Incoming data processor; 

– Metadata storage; 

– Evaluator; 

– Dashboards for the N-SOC personnel. 

CAESAIR operates based on incoming Resources, the basic units

f information for the system. The importers of intelligence data

cquire new documents actively (e.g. by crawling given web re-

ources, databases) or passively from open sources or O-SOCs

hrough a dedicated interface provided by importers, either graph-

cal or non-graphical. 

Importers validate, sanitize each document’s contents and then

orward it to the original resource storage , where it will be kept

ith read-only access for future reference. 

A copy of each Resource is saved in the search index , from

here it can be retrieved by Resource ID, or via full-text search

ver all properties of a Resource. 

The input processor collects Resources from the original stor-

ge and checks them for occurrences of known Artifacts, or for

ossible new Artifacts. All detected occurrences and new Artifacts
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Fig. 6. Top: example of a resource linking diagram. Bottom: example of an Artifact relation diagram. 
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re saved to the Metadata storage , whereas the new Resources are

orwarded to the search index. 

Metadata storage holds all the data produced within CAESAIR,

uch as: Artifacts known to the system, relations between them

nd Resources, attribution of Resources to clusters and classes,

omments that N-SOC operators add to Artifacts or Resources. 

Evaluator is the core component that helps drawing conclu-

ions from the accumulated data: it periodically, in configurable in-

ervals, queries both the Metadata storage and the search index to

eep track of interdependencies between Artifacts and Resources.

sing the resource linking model discussed in the previous section,

t also estimates similarities between Resources, attributes them to

lusters and suggests classification for them. On request from an N-

OC user the Evaluator also answers the question: “what Resources

nown to the N-SOC are similar to the given one?”. By running the

inking Model (see previous section) the Evaluator identifies and

rioritizes the Resources with highest pertinence to the Resource

urrently analyzed. 

The N-SOC dashboard is the primary way for N-SOC personnel

o use the system. As shown in Fig. 8 it provides a graphical and a

rogramming interface for querying the analysis system and giving

eedback on the queries, searching for Resources and monitoring

atterns in the accumulated data. 

When an N-SOC operator is handling an incoming incident re-

ort, the graphical interface will use the Evaluator’s search and fil-

ering API to display the list of Resources that seems to be relevant

o the current context. The operator may narrow down the results

et by setting additional filtering criteria (e.g. only display the Re-

ources added in March 2015 and from two specific sources). 
t  
Finally, the administrator dashboard allows manually tuning

he system’s parameters and directly accessing the Metadata stor-

ge. It is supposed to be used for maintenance rather than normal

ork-flow. 

. Gaining national situational awareness 

In this section we describe how an incident report is handled

y the Evaluation functional block to extract the impact severity as

eclared by the targeted CI and consolidated by the Analysis func-

ional block. Moreover we outline the main features provided by

he Visualization component which fundamentally supports the N-

OC operators during the evaluation phase and facilitates the ob-

ainment of situational awareness. 

.1. Evaluation of the analysis results 

The work described hereunder is an extension of a work de-

cribed in the paper Granadillo et al. (2015) . Upon reception of an

ncident report, the evaluation process determines which type of

ncident it refers to, depending on the taxonomy defined by ECOS-

IAN or by the country (incident categorization can be adapted or

xtended). Then the evaluation method maps the incident category

concrete security problem, e.g., DoS against a production server)

ith threat types, more generic than incidents e.g., sabotage. The

valuation process considers the impact level of a reported inci-

ent. 

An important output of the incident analysis process is the de-

ermination of the incident impact severity that has to be consid-
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Fig. 7. CAESAIR system components. 
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ered for the country, which can only be done by N-SOC analysts.

The evaluation process also considers impacted services and sites

to evaluate the risk related to the threat associated to the inci-

dent. This requires, at the evaluation stage, the knowledge of the

available assets deployed at the different CIs. At N-SOC level the

level of detail is lower than at the CI level; a CI will need to share

information such as the list of business/operational services and

location of its sites throughout the country, and additionally infor-

mation about service dependencies within a CI. 

As shown in Fig. 9 the risk is evaluated for every service that

depends on the operational element. Service criticality, represented

by the level of Confidentiality , Integrity and Availability (CIA crite-

ria), is adopted in the evaluation. 

A risk status is then evaluated for the whole CI, and after that

for the country. Risk dashboards also give the risk level per CI cate-

gory (e.g., energy, transportation, finance). The risk evaluation pro-

cess is based on the following principles: 

• Risk cumulated: the risk value per service and per threat type

is evaluated as the product of impact severity and incident oc-

currence over a 1-year period. The whole service risk value is

called service cumulated risk . It is the sum of risk values for all

threats related to the service. 

• Risk level: thresholds of cumulated risk have been identified. To

each range of values we have associated a risk level. 

• Average risk and risk maximum are displayed as complementary

information. This helps in understanding whether the risk is

high due to a large number of incidents, due to high impact

incidents, or both. 

The CI risk level is deduced from the CI cumulated risk (sum of

CI’s services cumulated risks) using the same thresholds as for the
ervices. The national risk level is given by the maximal or aver-

ge risk level when considering all CIs of the country. The choice

f the computation (max or average) is a configuration parameter.

his flexibility is requested due to possible differences in national

olicies for evaluation. 

.2. Visualizing relevant information 

Visualization at N-SOC level demands a synthesis of the super-

ised CIs security level. Using indicators, metrics, dashboards, in-

ident views, vulnerabilities, threats and remediation actions, vi-

ualization at N-SOC level will enable operators to categorize, lo-

ate and count information. It will give them the ability to quickly

ssess the security state of their monitored infrastructures and to

ocus on elements or types of elements in order to get more de-

ails. However N-SOC operators should not be overwhelmed with

oo much information. The N-SOC aim is first to give an overview

f national security to emphasize on threats or attacks group en-

angering the whole country. It should also make it possible to

rovide drill-down capacities to get deeper details related to a spe-

ific critical infrastructure. Thus visualization should provide both

ynthetic and detailed data. 

Dependencies between CIs will affect the security indicators.

herefore it is very important to show dependencies between the

upervised CIs. The dependency modeling, done outside the visual-

zation component, should support different types of dependencies

uch as: “Cyber”, “Physical”, “Logical” and “Geographic”, and hori-

ontal and vertical dependencies. 

The system should allow to show impacts of failures, both acci-

ental and results of attacks, at a national scale. A threat detection

odule is deployed to help detect attack graphs and patterns to
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Fig. 8. Screenshot of one view of CAESAIR’s dashboard. 
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Fig. 9. A simplified example of the evaluation process. 
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p  
detect coordination and trends. Using a simulation module allows

to see the outcome of possible upcoming failures or protections

deployment at a national security level. The upcoming failures are

determined using statistics on past security data. 

One key feature of this visualization platform is the use of ge-

ographical information on the distribution of CIs to show the na-

tional security state on a map (see Fig. 10 ). The operators are able

to interact with this map to navigate between CIs and quickly get

significant data about them. A search bar is available to access the

CI thanks to its address, name or whatever information making it

possible to locate the requested CI. On the map, CIs representation

displays their security state and provide details links. This map can

also be used for reporting. 

The Visualization platform organizes data into a dashboard. It

uses a variety of charts to display statistics about Cis’ security data.

This helps the user to detect trends in the Cis’ security state and

could also be used for reporting. 

Fig. 10 shows how the Irish national situational awareness can

be assessed by using the visualization platform. The operational

state on the top of the screen-shot shows the security status of

systems and services belonging to the selected CI. The risk indi-

cator displays the national risk level as presented in the previous

subsection. The incident indicator displays the amount of ongoing

incidents reported by CIs. The “unassigned” indicator gives indica-

tion on the amount of incidents that have to be managed by the

N-SOC operator. 

6.3. Visualization system components and implementation 

Security situation evaluation is performed by a visualization

platform called Cymerius . As shown in Fig. 11 , in the foreseen ar-

chitecture of an N-SOC, several Cymerius instances are deployed in

order to support the amount of data received from O-SOCs. The na-

tional situation is instead displayed by another component on top

of the set of Cymerius instances. This component, called Cymerius

Portal , 9 aims at giving a synthetic view of the situation and it pro-
9 Cymerius and Cymerius Portal are Airbus Defense & Space products. 

s  

t  

t  
ides means to quickly access an incident report, through short-

uts to the Cymerius instance the incident report is managed by.

n this way the Cymerius Portal acts as a switch for N-SOC opera-

ors to guide them in their incident management task. This portal

llows one to supervise the security state of multiple Cymerius in-

tances through one unique web application. It is initially aimed

o address scalability issues when considering the growth of infor-

ation systems. By deploying multiple Cymerius instances and ag-

regating their data, it multiplies the supervision capability of an

-SOC. 

Fig. 11 depicts a case when 8 Cymerius are deployed to super-

ise 160 CIs in a country. In this example, each Cymerius man-

ges 20 CIs (security situation evaluation). The Cymerius Portal on

op of this set of Cymerius displays the overall situation through

aps and dashboards. A single user account per N-SOC operator is

eeded to access both the Cymerius Portal and Cymerius instances.

f needed, there may be some restrictions to give him/her access

o only some Cymerius instances and even some CIs information

ithin a single Cymerius . 

Fig. 12 reports the architecture of the Cymerius Portal and

ymerius . Cymerius is composed of a web server and a data server

edicated to the situation evaluation. Cymerius Portal embeds a

omponent called the MasterSwitch that aims at switching requests

rom the operator connected to the portal toward the Cymerius

nstances, more precisely toward the data servers. Answers from

ultiple data servers are consolidated by the MasterSwitch . Data

oming from data servers are not stored by Cymerius Portal to

void duplication. They are processed and kept in memory only.

evertheless there is a specific database for Cymerius Portal to

tore user accounts and some other data specific to Cymerius

ortal . 

.4. Mobile visualization 

Commonly used IT-originated awareness tools are not able to

rocess big amounts of raw (mostly numeric) process data. Foren-

ic analysis often shows that the paths used to reach the attack

arget are very specific and tailored to the deployed process con-

rol infrastructure (see Kilpatrick et al., 2008; Chandia et al., 2008 ).
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Fig. 10. Screensot of visualization platform’s map. National situation in Republic of Ireland. 
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Fig. 11. Cymerius instances deployment. 

Fig. 12. Cymerius portal architecture. 
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To obfuscate their attack campaigns attackers leverage the fact that

some devices employed in real industrial plants age and occasion-

ally fail. Distinguishing device failures from security incidents is

therefore hard to achieve ( Ahmed et al., 2012 ). 

Mobile visualization in ECOSSIAN provides CI’s on-site person-

nel with cyber security incidents and threat-related data combined

with local process data; engineers are able to make qualified deci-

sions based on in-situ information shown on their mobile devices.

The visible process deviation supports the personnel in deriving

whether an issue should be resolved by implementing security or
maintenance actions. i  
In order to effectively combine security- (mostly event) and

rocess- (mostly numeric) related data, the ECOSSIAN mobile visu-

lization system’s design is based on a highly modular architecture.

his allows it to be able to handle diverse ICS communications as

ell as security events. 

. Incident mitigation 

In this section we outline the methodologies an N-SOC employs

n order to perform Impact Analysis on national level, and to derive
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E

ppropriate Mitigation strategies for incidents reported by the con-

ected O-SOCs. 

.1. Impact analysis and interdependency modeling 

For analyzing the potential impacts of a cyber-attacks it is nec-

ssary to take into account interdependencies between different

Is (see Kundur et al., 2010; Jakobson, 2011 ). Examining techni-

al assets would be an appropriate method to define how similar

wo CIs are, and to find out how much they depend from one-

nother. However, obtaining access to the complete IT and ICS ar-

hitecture of a CI is normally rather prohibitive due to business

onfidentiality policies. To overcome this obstacle we adopt an al-

ernative mechanism and we designed a more logical dependency

odel based on a Systems-of-systems approach. We followed the

ecommendations reported by ENISA (2015b) in order to classify

Is into different critical sectors and their corresponding critical

ub-sectors. We identify therefore, for each CI, which dependen-

ies are existing in other sectors or CIs. A typical dependency for

ritical infrastructures is for instance the power grid; many critical

ervices are indeed dependent on electricity. 

As an example let us assume that an attack to the WGN gas

upplier (see use case in Section 3 ) has such a large influence on

he connected power plants (we do not consider here their backup

apabilities), that they are not able to provide power anymore. The

mpact on the rural villages, their inhabitants and the local econ-

my would be very similar to what would happen during a natu-

al hazard (or provoked events such as industrial accidents). If the

lectricity could not be delivered to the consuming industries, for

nstance in the space sector, it could have influence on the trans-

ortation sector as well. Assuming that there are communication

ssues to the GPS system and therefore the GPS system can not

rovide the correct timings anymore, then a large number of mar-

time vessels and ships would be affected due to the loss of the

PS signal and their navigation would be interfered and delayed. 

In ECOSSIAN we consider these dependencies and calculate a

tatus for the business impact. Based on this we obtain a specific

wareness level for possible affected CIs. 

When one of the N-SOCs identifies a massive cyber-attack tar-

eting, for example, gas suppliers, it announces the attack to the

ffected O-SOCs and the CIs depending on them, so they can raise

heir awareness level even if they are using different technical set-

ing and are currently not directly affected by the cyber-attack. Ad-

itionally the N-SOC informs the E-SOC so they can define a global

trategy to resolve this attacks. 

.2. Defining the mitigation strategy 

After the incident and its impacts are analyzed, the mitigation

xperts start to examine the collected outputs in order to decide

ow to deal with the incident and whom to inform about it. As

he impacts for cyber incidents are most likely different in each

rganization, the N-SOC can only recommend how to respond to

he threat. The recommendations that N-SOC gives may tell what

hould be done (for example, update software) and why it is im-

ortant to do it (for example, vulnerability can be used to change

he values of the gas distribution process), but how to do it is the

esponsibility of the organizations, as only they can know the criti-

ality of the targeted component for their process. For instance, IEC

2443-3-1 standard gives good principles for countermeasures and

echnologies to improve cyber security of modern ICS and CI envi-

onments ( IEC/TR, 2009 ). In ECOSSIAN the O-SOC operators should

erform proper impact analysis and risk assessment before imple-

enting any protection mechanisms for avoiding negative impacts

o normal operation ( ICS-CERT, 2013 ). 
For instance, in our use case, the customers who have up-

ated their ICS component with the malicious update packet could

ot able to shut down the process until the following year, and

nly then remove the malicious update. In this case, they have

anked the impact and likelihood to be smaller than shutting

own the process. They have to accept the risk, and try to mit-

gate the threat otherwise. The O-SOC will respond to the miti-

ation report and inform the N-SOC that they were not able to

ut in place the recommended mitigation actions. The N-SOC may

hen give further guidance on how the O-SOC could mitigate the

ncident. 

To create a good national situation awareness and add value to

ll member organizations, it is important that the members share

nformation about incidents equally and in a timely manner. Ser-

ice Level Agreements (SLA) are therefore created for the ECOS-

IAN system. These agreements prevent, for example, from free-

iders joining the ECOSSIAN network. Also, by defining time limits

n how quickly incidents shall be reported to the N-SOC, the inci-

ent information can be shared as an early warning. 

Moreover, the N-SOC has to decide which national organiza-

ions should be informed about the incident and whether it has

nterdependencies to organizations in other EU countries. Although

ore information sharing is usually better than less, in some cases

haring too much information may also weaken the cyber security

s the overwhelming amount of information may eliminate the ca-

ability to pay attention to truly significant alerts. For this reason,

-SOC prioritizes the incidents based on their impact, likelihood

nd interdependencies, and decide which information is relevant

or their members (see Weiss, 2015 ). 

. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper we presented a model for national comprehensive

ross-organizational cyber incident management for critical infras-

ructures. It is aligned to a great extent with the measures required

n the NIS directive issued by the European Commission (2016) , to

nsure a high common level of network and information security

cross the Union. We illustrated a realistic use case for our ap-

roach and we described the main functional blocks the system’s

rchitecture is composed of. 

Our work is the joint consolidated outcome of numerous dis-

ussions and workshops carried out in the context of the ECOS-

IAN project. Methodologies for data collection, data fusion and

ecure information sharing are presented and proposed as recom-

ended mechanisms for the N-SOC. Collected incident information

s processed by CAESAIR , an innovative collaborative incident anal-

sis approach described in this work. Analysis results are then in-

erpreted and evaluated by the usage of sophisticated visualization

ools supporting the N-SOC human operators in the decision mak-

ng process. The introduced interedependency model enables effec-

ive risk analysis and facilitates the obtainment of tailored mitiga-

ion strategies. 

Future work deals with the further refinement, the evaluation

nd the integration of the functional blocks and interfaces out-

ined in the presented architecture. Eventually, a European-scale

ilot will be deployed demonstrating how our system facilitates

he processes of cyber incident detection, analysis, handling and

itigation within an ecosystem of interconnected European criti-

al infrastructures. 
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